
Algebra 2 Trig -- Linear Regression Homework

1. As Earth's population continues to grow, the solid waste generated by the population grows
with it. Governments must plan for disposal and recycling of ever growing amounts of
solid waste. Planners can use data from the past to predict future waste generation and plan
for enough facilities for disposing of and recycling the waste.

Following is data on the waste generated in Florida from 1990-1994.

Year Tons of Solid Waste
Generated (in

thousands)
1990 19.3s8
l99r 19,484
1992 20,293
t993 21,499
t994 23.561

a) Find the line of best fit and determine how well the equation represents the data.l5 u5e oc--lual uoar.
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b) Predict the average tons of waste in 2000 and in 2005.
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2. U.S. Farms. As the number of farms has decreased in the United States, the average size
of the remaining farms has grown larger, as shown in the table below. Oo.ll lgOO )- r a-la*iy<.
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Year Average Acreage Per
Farm

1910 39
1920 49
1 930 57
1940 75

I 950 2t6
1959 303
1969 390
1978 449
1987 462
1997 487

Find the line of best fit and determine how well the equation represents the data.
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j. Sports The winning times (in minutes) in the women's 400-meter freestyle swimming event
in the Olympics from 1936 to 1996 are given by the following ordered pairs.

-36Q936,5.44) (1972,4.32) o
- r.l(1948,5.30) (1976,4.t6) 'l
-eo(1952,5.20) (i980,4.15) 8

- tlr(1956,4.9t) (1984,4.t2) E

- 11(1960,4.84) (1988,4.06) lb
-t0964,4.72) (1992,4.12) ao Round *t, n cq ^e6t-'{ 0 968,4.53) (1996,4.12) a'{ -F\ o-r . ^ d*h .

a) Letting x re the number of ears since find the line of best fit.

b) How well does the equation fit the data?
c-) ?ro{t.* *;a..c. in a6lg. (Ll(e

4) ICE CREAM: The table shows the cost of a half-gallon o

Year t997 1998 r999 2000 2001

Cost in dollars 3.02 3.30 3.40 3.66 3.84 Sornd *o neanegf
h u'ad...d*h r. li^ 3! e,&.

Let "x" represent the number of years since 1997 and "y" the cost of a half-gallon of ice cream.

a) Find an equation that models the cost of a half-gallon of ice cream as a function of the number
ofyearssince1997.Howwelldoestheequationmode1thedata?@|=.q.g

b) Approximate the cost of a half-gallon of ice cream in2002.

c) Approximate the cost in 1980.

5. BANKING: The numbers of insured commercial banksy (in thousands) in the United States
for the years 1987 to 1996 are shown in the table. (Source: Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation). ?rr"d -l-o n€q./*est htrndradth .

Year 1987 1988 1 989 t990 t991 r992 t993 1994 r99s t996
v 13.70 13.12 12.7r t2.34 tt.92 11.46 t0.96 10.45 9.94 9.53
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b) Predict the average number of insured commercial banks in 2000 and in 2005
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a) Find the line of best fit and determine how well the equation represents the data.
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